CAMDEN FELLOWS
APPLICATION PROCESS

Evaluate and decide.
JUNE
Do you have experience in the child welfare or foster care system? You are eligible to be a Camden Fellow!

Being a Fellow gives you access to resources like advocacy and counseling through a designated support coordinator, peer mentors, community engagement book stipends, and more!

Apply.
JUNE & JULY
Fill out the short application form online at success.camden.rutgers.edu and find us listed under “services” or email cecily.white@rutgers.edu for the application. Once completed, you’ll be scheduled for an interview with the Camden Fellows Team.

Interview.
JULY & AUGUST
Interviews are to determine your interest in the Camden Fellows program. Spots are limited each year to build a cohort of 25 students.

Become a Camden Fellow.
AUGUST - ON
Camden Fellows will engage with their cohort and the larger RU-C Community. Begin taking advantage of the resources available to you!

Find Out More About Becoming a Camden Fellow...
APPLICATION & WEBSITE:
SUCCESS.CAMDEN.RUTGERS.EDU
(LOOK UNDER “SERVICES”)
PROGRAM COORDINATOR:
CECILY.WHITE@RUTGERS.EDU
INSTAGRAM: @RUC_CAMDENFELLOWS